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Abstract: There is a long history of using handwritten signatures to verify or authenticate a “signer”
of the signed document. With the development of Internet technology, many tasks can be accomplished through the document management system, such as the applications of digital contracts or
important documents, and more secure signature verification is demanded. Thus, the live handwriting signatures are attracting more interest for biological human identification. In this paper, we
propose a handwriting signature verification algorithm by using four live waveform elements as the
verification features. A new Aho-Corasick Histogram mechanism is proposed to perform this live
signature verification. The benefit of the ACH algorithm is mainly its ability to convert time-series
waveforms into time-series short patterns and then perform a statistical counting on the AC machine
to measure the similarity. Since AC is a linearly time complexity algorithm, our ACH method can
own a deterministic processing time. According to our experiment result, the proposed algorithm
has satisfying performance in terms of speed and accuracy with an average of 91% accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Arcos Jiménez, Fausto Pedro

Signature verification is a very important technology with a long history. With the development of electronic and information technology, more secure applications are requested
to be verified with live handwriting signatures. Although conventional handwriting is
a two-dimensional image, in this research, four live waveforms will be used for a more
secure and robust verification.
As shown in Figure 1, live features of the handwriting signature are used for verification with a document management system. That signature can be obtained by writing on
an edge smart pad with an electromagnetic pen. There are four live waveforms that would
be obtained, the X-axis value, the Y-axis value, pressure on the board, and velocity. Then
these four elements would be used to process the verification algorithm. Unlike fingerprint
and human face, live waveforms are more difficult to be copied by visual sensors.
In this paper, we propose a new non-exact verification algorithm with an AC histogram
(ACH) method which is an improvement from Aho-Corasick (AC) algorithm. AC is a
state transition structure proposed by Alfred V. Aho and Margaret J. Corasick in 1975 [1]
and is an exact string-matching algorithm for text searching. Our ACH classification
algorithm is applied to user verification with handwriting signature. Since the data of
live handwriting signature is a time-series waveform, the ACH algorithm mainly converts
time-series waveforms into time-series short patterns, and then performs a statistical
counting on an AC machine to measure the similarity. This handwriting signature has
been applied to an OA system. Since AC is a linear time complexity algorithm, our ACH
can own a deterministic processing time, and according to our experiment, the result
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has been applied to an OA system. Since AC is a linear time complexity algorithm, our
ACH can own a deterministic processing time, and according to our experiment, the result shows the total average accuracy of the ACH algorithm is 91%, which is satisfactory
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for signature verification.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed algorithm
of the AC histogram. Section 3 is the discussion of the ACH algorithm and the parameter
shows the total average accuracy of the ACH algorithm is 91%, which is satisfactory for
adjustment. Section 4 presents the analysis of the experimental results of our proposed
signature verification.
algorithm. The conclusion is stated in the final section.

Figure 1. Live handwriting signature verification for smart pad.
Figure 1. Live handwriting signature verification for smart pad.
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According to the research on electronic signature verification, four major aspects of
handwriting signature verification have been identified: (i) signature data acquisition,
(ii) preprocessing of the signature data, (iii) feature extraction, and (iv) verification. Table 1
is a summary of related works of handwriting signature.
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Table 1. Related works of handwriting signature.
Subject

Phase

Methods (Key Reference)

Data
Acquisition

Online (Fallah et al., 2011; Wu et al., 1998)
Offline (Fallah et al.; Mizukami et al. 2002)

Preprocess

Filtering (Sabourin and Plamondon,1988)
Normalization (Braut and Plamondon,1993)
Noisy Remove (Dimauro et al.,1993)
Localization (Plamondon et al., 1992)
Skeletonization and Smooth (Ammar et al. 1990; Wirtz, 1995)
Templates (Sae-Bae et al., 2018)

Feature
Extraction

Position (Fallah et al., 2011; Lee et al., 1996)
Direction (Dimauro et al. 1993; Mizukami et al., 2002; Yoshimura and Yoshimura, 1992)
Pressure (Crane and Ostrem,1983)
Transform Based (Castellano et al., 1998; Lam and Kamins, 1989; Letjman and George, 2001)
Pen up and down (Fallah et al., 2011)
Acceleration and Pressure (Liu et al., 1979)
Statistic Based (Nelson et al.,1994)
Logarithmic Spectral (Wu et al., 1998)
Wavelet Algorithm (Letjman and George,2001)
Discriminative Feature Selection (Xia et al., 2018)
Improved Discriminative Region Selection (Mandal et al., 2019)

Verification

Euclidean Distance (Sabourin et al., 1997; Nelson et al., 1994; Dimauro et al., 1997)
Component-Oriented (Dimauro et al., 1994)
Dynamic Time Warping and Skeletal Tree (Perizeau, M. and Plamondon,1990)
Split and Merge (Wu et al., 1997)
Elastic (Sabourin et al., 1997)
String Matching (Jaim et al., 2002)
Neural Network (Lam and Kamins,1989; Tseng and Huang, 1992)
Correlation (Wirtz, 1995; Zhu et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009; Chen et al.,2018)
Hidden Markov Model (Fuentes et al., 2002)
Fuzzy Set (Doroz et al.,2018)
DTW with SCC (Xia et al., 2018)
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) (Tolosana and Vera-Rodriguez, 2018)
Faster R-CNN (Deng et al., 2020)
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) (Altwaijry and Al-Turaiki, 2021)
Dilated Temporal Convolution Network (Sharma and Jayagopi, 2021)

Signature
Verification

In data acquisition, two approaches of signature verification can be classified. They
are online (dynamic) verification and offline (static) verification [7]. The main difference
between these two methods is the way they obtain the signature data. Online signature
verification method obtains the signature data, such as the position of handwriting trace,
velocity, acceleration, pressure, and force signals, during the handwriting. On the other
hand, offline handwriting obtains the signature trace by scanner or camera. In this way, it
consists of static 2D image information only. Online handwriting verification processes
the data in both spatial and time domain, while an offline algorithm processes the data
only in the spatial domain [7]. Fallah et al. [7] used a Wacom Intuos tablet to get the
coordinate, timing information, pen orientation, and pressure of each sampling period.
Chen et al. [8] used a Yuntab electromagnetic tablet (10.1 inch) with size of 262 × 175 mm
to capture dynamic data of signature such as x–y position, pressure of pen, and speed of
each sampling period. For the data acquisition of offline signature, Ismailc and Gad [9]
used a scanner to scan the signatures into the computer in black and white using 200 DPI
(dot-per-inch) resolution. Paper templates of 75 signers were digitized with a scanner at
600 dpi. These binary image data are used for system development and evaluation.
After obtaining the handwriting signature data, some preprocessing may be needed.
A filter may be used to remove some noise or interference information for the data coming
from the online method. Then, standardized processing may be applied to the signature
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data which are in spatial and time domains. For the offline method, data are captured
by optical devices first, and then those digital image data are converted into bit pattern.
Offline signature systems are useful in automatic verification of the signature of bank
checks and documents. Online signature systems record the motion of the stylus. They use
the dynamic information of the signature which is captured during the signature. Dynamic
features include the number and order of strokes, velocity and acceleration of signature,
and pen pressure at each point, which are more difficult to duplicate than the static shape
of the signature. This makes the signature more unique, individual, sufficiently stable,
and difficult to forge. Therefore, online signature verification can usually achieve better
performance than offline instances [8].
In the preprocessing algorithm, Dimauro et al. [10] preprocessed the handwriting trace
between pen down and pen up. In their opinion, the handwriting consists of several writing units, which are the components between pen down and pen up. Plamondon et al. [11]
propose a preprocessing algorithm based on the curve speed and the angular velocity.
The basic elements of handwriting are sampled as vectors and strings. Brault and Plamondon [12] preprocess some important points from the handwriting trace. They firstly
assign a weight value to each point of handwriting and then extract out the most important
points as handwriting features. Dimauro et al. [13] applied the DP algorithm to match the
test signature and assigned signature. Only the matched points in the test signature were
extracted. Ammar et al. [14] used a tree structure to describe the handwriting components.
Sabourin and Plamondon [15] presented a new version of the centroidal linkage region
growing with a merge algorithm. Sae-Bae et al. [16] proposed an online signature template
method named distinctiveness, complexity, and repeatability to assess the characteristics of
signature samples.
In the feature extract algorithm, there are two common methods: parameter and
function. The parameter feature described method uses a vector containing several parameters. Each element of the vector is one feature value. While using a function as a feature,
the handwritten signature is characterized as a function of time. Wu et al. [17] proposed
a logarithmic spectral similarity measure. They extracted features from the logarithmic
spectral of handwriting trace and then matched the logarithmic spectra of test signature
and assigned signature. Mizukami et al. [18] proposed a displacement feature extract
method using a minimum function to shift the signature extremum value. Liu et al. [19]
proposed a new handwriting signature verification that is based on the waveform of acceleration and pressure of the handwriting. Yoshimura and Yoshimura [20] used another
online method to extract the feature. In their feature extract algorithm, the direction of
the points on the handwriting trace is extracted. Crane and Ostrem [21] used the pressure
information as the feature. Lee et al. [22] proposed a method using the X- and Y-axes; first,
they described the waveforms of X and Y, and then they extracted 42 parameters from
these two waveforms. Nelson et al. [23] proposed a statistical method to extract features.
Castellano et al. [24] used one dimension from the handwriting trace and then processed it
as a waveform. Lam and Kamins [25] firstly extracted some features from the handwriting
signature such as shape, time and speed. Then, they applied some transform functions
to these features. Letjman and George [26] used the wavelet algorithm to extract features
and then used a neural network to classify them. Xia et al. [27] used the discriminative
feature selection methodology to extract and select the feature characteristics of a live signature. The extraction process was divided into two steps: Step 1 is the consistent feature
selection. Step 2 is the discriminative feature selection with two methods: feature selection
based on factorial experimental design (FED) and feature selection based on orthogonal
experimental design (OED). Mandal et al. [28] proposed an improved discriminative region
selection methodology with two stages to extract and select the feature characteristics of
a live signature. Stage 1 is the estimation of the average template of each character class.
Stage 2 is the identification of DR by calculating DTW between such two templates.
The purpose of the verification algorithm is to match the features of a test signature
and the features of an assigned signature. Dimauro et al. [29] combined three different
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algorithms for signature verification in their paper. Sabourin et al. [30] used the Euclidean
distance as the matching algorithm in their paper. It computes the distance between
two signatures. Wirtz [31] and Chen et al. [8] used the correlation coefficient to calculate
the relevancy. A dynamic time warping and matching skeleton tree verification method
was proposed by Perizeau and Plamondon [32]. Wu et al. [33] used a split and merge
matching algorithm to verify the live signature. Jaim et al. [34] used string matching to
verify online signatures. Tseng and Huang [35] used a neural network as the classifier.
Fuentes et al. [36] used the hidden Markov model to recognize signatures. Zhu et al. [37]
used correlation test-based nonlinear adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) to recognize a
live signature. Zhang et al. [38] used correlation test-based neural network validation to
recognize signatures. In addition to the above signature verification algorithms, some new
improved algorithms exist, such as signature stability measure method based on fuzzy set
theory, which was proposed by Doroz et al. [39]; DTW with SCC for signature distance
dissimilarity evaluation, which was proposed by Xia et al. [27]; a novel writer-independent
online signature verification systems based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with
a Siamese architecture, which was proposed by Tolosana and Vera-Rodriguez [40]. A
faster Region-CNN (R-CNN) method to automatically locate cracks from the handwriting
scripts was proposed by Deng et al. [41]. Based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
Altwaijry and Al-Turaiki [42] also proposed an automatic handwriting recognition model
to verify Arabic letters. Sharma and Jayagopi [43] presented a dilated temporal convolution
network (DTCN) to recognize cursive handwriting from line-level images. Their proposed
architecture combines 2-D convolutions and 1-D dilated noncausal convolutions with a
connectionist temporal classification (CTC) output layer. This method can offer a high
parallelism with a smaller number of parameters and is suitable for low-resource and
environment-friendly deployment.
3. Proposed Basic Algorithm
Before we introduce the algorithms and equations, we present Table 2, which is an
explanation of the relevant notations.
In this section, we propose a process algorithm for online signature verification.
Figure 2 is the structure of the proposed signature verification process. First, we obtain the
online signature data via an electromagnetic tablet (10.1 inch) with size 262 × 175 mm to
capture dynamic data of signature. The data format of each signature point contains six
aspects of information: (1) the ID of each point, (2) the X-axis value of the corresponding
point, (3) the Y-axis value of the corresponding point, (4) the distance between pen and the
pad screen, (5) pressure value, and (6) velocity (time). Figure 3 is the sample of signature
points. Second, we preprocess those data and convert them into waveform style. Third, we
convert those waveform data into patterns. Fourth, we build an AC state tree. Fifth, we
match the AC state tree. Sixth, we complete the identification process.
3.1. Aho-Corasick Algorithm
The AC algorithm was proposed by Aho and Corasick in 1975 [1]. It is a classic
multipattern matching algorithm; it was firstly used in the Bell Labs library searching
system and has since been widely used in other fields. The AC algorithm is mainly
composed of three functions: goto function, failure function, and output function. The time
complexity of the AC pattern matching algorithm is O(n). This algorithm has nothing to
do with the number of pattern strings and the length of each pattern string. No matter
which pattern P appears in the text string T, each character in T must be input into the
state machine. So whether it is in the best case or worst case, the time complexity of the AC
pattern matching algorithm is always O(n). If including preprocessing, the time complexity
of the AC algorithm is O (M + n), where M is the length of string for all patterns.
Aho-Corasick (AC) automata can be defined as 5-tuple symbols ( Q, ∑ , q0 , δ, F ) where
Q is a finite set of states, ∑ is a finite set of input symbols (also called the alphabet),
δ(Q × ∑ → Q) is a transition function, q0 ?? is a start state, and F is a set of final states. The
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AC algorithm has preprocessing and matching stages. Before performing AC matching,
one needs to construct a state machine from the patterns in the preprocessing stage. In an
adaptation from the example in [1], Figure 4a–c describes the AC’s three major functions
for patterns “TEST”, “THE”, and “HE”. Figure 4d describes the AC table implementation.
The first Goto Function shown in Figure 4a starts with an empty root node and adds
states to the state machine for each pattern. That Goto function is a tree structure that
shares common prefixes with all of the patterns. During the matching, the Goto function is
traversed from one state to the other with the text byte by byte.
Table 2. Notations of the equations.
Symbol

Description

Symbol

T

Text string

HT

P

The patterns appearing in the
text string

M

Description

(i )

A vector of the outputs of ACH
searching function

Up

(i )

The pattern set of AC state tree

The length of string for all patterns

pi

The ith pattern

O(n)

Time complexity is linear to length n

U(pi )

The union of pattern pi added into the set

Q

A finite set of states

δ[ Pm ] T

∑

A finite set of input symbols
(also called the alphabet)

δ( Q × ∑ → Q )

(i )

A function to find a pattern in the tree

C[ Pm ] T

(i )

A function to find which pattern

A transition function of AC

He

An operation to establish the histogram

q0 ??

A start state of AC

d (i )

The absolute difference of
particular pattern

F

A set of final states of AC

HS

Rd

The assigned data of ACC

Td

(i )

The histogram of template data.

HT

(i )

The histogram of one test data

The test data of ACC

TFSi

The total difference between
two histograms

Pr

The patterns of string

ω

A parameter to describe the difference

PTi

The ith pattern for test

UN(S x , S T ,S P , S T )

A neural network classifier to merge the
four elements of signature into one vector

 
Treed = T Pir

A function to construct a state tree
from Pr

U(S x , S T ,S P , S T )

Merging four elements of signature into
one vector

Td

The text data of input for searching

(i )

The counted number of text data.

V = X ( ei → 1 )

The voting methods to merge these
four results

A function to search base of the tree of
test data

r

The resolution, sample rate of
input waveform

φT

The reading data of test file

hi

A height of input waveform

Mc

The function for counting

W

Waveform of signature

C

( j)

SD

(j)

δ[Pn ]D
(i )

length

E (U j

xi )

Performs a conversion from data
to signature

The second is the Output function shown in Figure 4b that needs a table to store the
matched patterns with their corresponding states in the Goto tree. The Output function
records a matched state for a matched pattern when the current state is matched during
the visiting. The third is the Failure function, which is constructed from the Goto function
as shown in Figure 4c. Let us define the depth of a state s in the Goto tree as the length of
the shortest path from the start state to s. During the construction, the failure function for
the states of depth d is computed from the failure function for the states of depth less than
d. The states of depth d can be determined from the nonfail values of the Goto function of
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3.2. Basic Aho-Corasick Counting (ACC) Algorithm
3.2. Basic Aho–Corasick Counting (ACC) Algorithm
AC counting (ACC) algorithm is an advanced pattern matching algorithm of AhoAC counting (ACC) algorithm is an advanced pattern matching algorithm of Aho–
Corasick multipattern matching. In the basic AC pattern matching algorithm, the aim is to
Corasick multipattern matching. In the basic AC pattern matching algorithm, the aim is
determine if a particular pattern is in the constructed AC state tree. This AC pattern state
to determine if a particular pattern is in the constructed AC state tree. This AC pattern
tree is based on a given character text. The output of Aho-Corasick multipattern matching
state tree is based on a given character text. The output of Aho–Corasick multipattern
algorithm is a Boolean value that indicates whether the test string can be found in the text
matching algorithm is a Boolean value that indicates whether the test string can be found
or not. However, the AC counting (ACC) algorithm is an algorithm that can output the
in the text or not. However, the AC counting (ACC) algorithm is an algorithm that can
similarity of two given data or vectors. A single Boolean value cannot stand for a similarity
output the similarity of two given data or vectors. A single Boolean value cannot stand
value. A single Boolean value can only indicate true or not true. Similarity of two data
for a similarity value. A single Boolean value can only indicate true or not true. Similarity
usually is in the interval of [0%, 100%]. The Aho-Corasick algorithm is a character pattern
[0%,
]. The
of two data
usually isThe
in more
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of of
Aho–Corasick
algorithm the
is a
matching
algorithm.
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the 100%
two given
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of text are matching,
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pattern
matching
algorithm.
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In
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thethem
test must
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The assigned
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d
assigned
data
𝑅
,
and
the
other
one
must
be
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the
test
data
𝑇
.
The
assigned
data R will firstly be constructed into a state tree. Firstly, the R data will be separated
into patterns Pr . Then the AC algorithm is used to construct a state tree of Pr step by step.
Equation (1) shows this processing step:
 
Treed = T Pri
(1)
where PTi is the ith pattern for the test.
After building an AC state tree, the text data T d is input for searching. T d is a string,
and the AC state tree searches for patterns by reading the characters of T d string one by
one. In the searching function of the ACC algorithm, when a pattern in T d is found, yhe
counting value is set by Equation (2).
n

( j)
(i )
(i )
C ( j) := ∑ 1 Mc (δ[ Pn ] D , φT }
(2)
SD

where C

(i )
( j)

SD

n

( j)

(i )

is the counted number of test data. It is the base of the tree of [ Pn ] D , and φT is

the reading test data. The Mc function is based on Equation (3).
(i )

Equation (3) shows that if the counted number is higher than a given threshold, M( j)
would be 1, else if the counted number of one pattern is lower than the given threshold,
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(i )

then M( j) would be 0. The value 1 means that the particular pattern is successfully matched,
and value 0 means it fails to match. The given threshold would be obtained by training.

(i)

 1, C (j) > threshold

SD

(i)
M(j) =
(3)
(i = 1, 2, 3, ...; j = 1, 2, 3, ...)


(i)

 0, C ≤ threshold
(j)

SD

After searching the whole T d test string data, a counting value will be obtained. The
counting value is the number of patterns that exist in both assigned data Rd and test data T d .
The larger the counting value is, the more similar they are. It means that there are the same
patterns in both data. Hence, the counting value is the similarity of two data.
In the verification algorithm, several data are tested to generate the ACC state tree.
Each of the test data will be used to calculate similarity, and these similarity values are be
compared to a trained threshold for identification.
3.3. Basic Aho-Corasick Algorithm with Histogram
The basic ACC algorithm can calculate the similarity of two character strings, but this
similarity is not the real similarity of two strings. In the ACC algorithm, if a pattern in
the test string can be found in the ACC state tree, the counting value would be increased.
In an extreme case, the test string has only one pattern, but the pattern repeats hundred
times. The ACC algorithm will also output a high similarity value of the assigned string
and test string.
For two test strings having different patterns, every pattern has a different match
number with the AC stat machine tree. The sum of all matched patterns for these two test
strings may be the same. Therefore, both of them have the same counting of total time of
patterns. They will be classified into the same class. However, these two strings are quite
different. In order to eliminate the impact of total counting, a new counting algorithm is
proposed. This new counting method not only counts the total time of patterns found in the
AC state machine tree but also counts the number of every pattern in the test string found in
the AC state tree. Therefore, we not only compare the total times of patterns that match the
test string and AC state tree, but also the number of each pattern that matched. This method
makes the similarity between two test strings more accurate. This matching method uses a
histogram to show the counting of each pattern and compares every counting number one
by one. Figure 5 shows the structure of the AC histogram algorithm.
The AC histogram (ACH) algorithm is an advanced version of the basic ACC (AC
counting) algorithm. The ACC algorithm just outputs one value, the sum of all patterns
matched. ACH algorithm not only outputs the sum number of all patterns but also, more
importantly, outputs a histogram. This histogram describes every particularly matching
pattern case. In the ACC algorithm, the similarity of two raw handwriting signature data is
described by one single value. However, the ACH describes the similarity by a histogram,
a vector. This means the information of similarity is enhanced from one dimension to
multiple dimensions. In order to obtain the histogram information of similarity, a new
structure is added to the AC state machine. When a test string is input, the ACH algorithm
needs to record every pattern in the test string matched with the AC state machine tree.
(i )

That means in the AC state machine tree searching step, a vector H T is set up.
(i )

HT = his_count[ PATTERN_NU M]

(4)
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In order to record the number of particular patterns found in the test string after
matching, the algorithm should know which pattern has been matched and where this
matched pattern is stored. As shown in Figure 5, two new data structures are added to
the AC state machine tree: one is the pattern set, and the other one is the pattern number
index. At the construction step of the AC state machine tree, when a pattern is input, the
add pattern step of ACH will search the existing state tree. If the processing pattern is a
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After searching the whole test string, a histogram vector his_count[ PATTERN_NU M]
ℎ𝑖𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡[𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁_𝑁𝑈𝑀]
is worked out. The sum of the elements in the histogram

is worked out. The sum of the elements in the histogram vector equals the ACC algorithm’s
total time counting. Figure 7 shows the pseudo-code of the ACH algorithm. This algorithm
first initializes the initial hisgtogram hi_countset[], pattern number patno[], and sets the
current node as the root node. Then it starts to read the test string of handwriting signature
from the testfile into buf [] and obtain its size. In the main processing, it read out the buf [i] as
a character one by one and then travels to the automata of ACH with goto[ch]. If the same
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After searching the whole test string and comparing the two histogram vectors, TFSi
is the difference between two histogram vectors. It is the number of different elements
in these two vectors, based on parameter γ. Finally, set a threshold to separate two different handwriting signature data based on TFSi . Figure 8 shows how ACH classifies
two histograms.
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3.5. Merging Four Elements
3.5. Merging Four Elements
The voting mechanism algorithm processes the four elements of signature data indiThe voting mechanism algorithm processes the four elements of signature data invidually and works out the final result by voting. In this way, the ACH algorithm will be
dividually and works out the final result by voting. In this way, the ACH algorithm will
run four times for these four elements. From the introduction of the ACH algorithm, the
be run four times for these four elements. From the introduction of the ACH algorithm,
ACH algorithm is used to match two character strings. These two strings are expressed in
vectors instead of building four ACH state trees and then searching these four state trees
separately. Therefore, we propose a merging algorithm that puts four elements of signature
into one vector. Equation (11) shows this procedure.


Sm ⇐ U S x , S T , S P , S T
(11)
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After the merging procedure, the handwriting signature will have only one vector
which represents the original four elements. In this way, only one state tree will be built,
searched, and used to generate the final result.
3.6. ACH with Neural Network
The previous sections introduce two decision criteria. Both of them calculate the
pass rate by comparing two handwriting signature data and use the Euclidean distance of
the histograms of two signature strings for identification. Another way for classification
and identification is to apply a classifier. In our experiment, a neural network classifier
is applied. The previous steps are the same as the voting mechanism. The input of the
neural network is the histogram of four elements of signature data. Every bar value of the
histogram is a feature of the signature element. Then, the neural network classifier is used
to generate the voting result. We call this neural network voting, which classifies the four
elements separately.
Another method is to use the merging algorithm to merge the four elements of
signature into one vector. Then, the merged histogram (vector) is inputted into the neural
network classifier and generates the result. Equation (12) shows this procedure.
Sm = UN(S x , S T , S P , S T )

(12)

3.7. Preprocessing of Waveforms of Four Elements
Before applying the ACH algorithm, the raw signature data should undergo some
preprocessing. The preprocessing not only converts the signature data for ACH algorithm
input but also processes the signature for better matching. The preprocessing steps are
as follows:
(a) Shift all the handwriting signature words, placing the left of the signature words
on the left of the screen and the top of the signature on the top of the screen. This is
done because it cannot be guaranteed that the signature will in the same position on the
screen each time people write their signature. In order to reduce the error caused by
different signature positions, before verifying the signature, it needs to be shifted to the
same position in the screen. In our handwriting signature verification algorithm, we shift
all signatures to the top-left side of the screen. That is, the left-most point of the signature
will be shifted to the left-most point of the screen, the 0 of the X-axis of the screen; the
top-most point of the signature is shifted to the top-most point of the screen, to the 0 of
Y-axis of the screen.
(b) Scale the number of signature points. The number of signature points changes
each time a person writes their signature. In order to match the test signature data and the
assigned signature data, the numbers of points should be the same. In this paper, both the
test signature data and the assigned signature data are scaled to 1000 points. If the original
signature data has less than 1000 points, it will be enlarged to 1000 points by inserting
some mean value of the two original neighbor point values. If the original signature data
has more than 1000 points, the redundant points will be removed. After this step of the
process, both the test signature (dst) and assign signature (src) will have the same number of
points, facilitating the processing of signature verification.
(c) Remove some points in the signature data that are protruding. When people are
writing words, they may draw some stroke much longer or more protruding than the
whole word. These protruded strokes influence the whole font style, although the number
of these strokes is very low in the signature. Especially when scaling the size of signature
words, these protruded strokes would cause a large error. When scaling all the words
into the same size, these protruded strokes will occupy the main area of the whole word.
However, these strokes have no meaning. The method to remove these protruded strokes
is to apply the median height of every stroke. Both the X-axis and Y-axis would be used to
calculate the median height. Twice the median height is used for the height limit. Because
the number of protruded strokes is very few, the median height of the whole word depends
little on the protruded strokes. After this step, the protruded strokes are removed.
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(d) Scale the size of signature words. Each time a person writes the same word, the
size of the word will be different. Even the same word written by the same person will
have a similar shape but different size. Therefore, the signature words must be scaled to
the same size. In our experiment, the size of the X-axis is scaled 2 times bigger than the
Y-axis, because people usually write words from left to right.
4. Discussion of ACH Parameter Adjustment
The ACH algorithm has several parameters that can be adjusted. Different parameter
values impact deeply on the classification result. In the experiment of this paper, three main
parameters are adjusted; some of them impact the result greatly, some of them have little
impact on the result. In the adjustment of different parameters, they are varied separately.
That means when one of the parameters is adjusted, the other two parameters stay constant.
4.1. Sample Rate of Waveforms
The sample rate γ adjustment is taken before preprocessing. It is the first step, immediately after input the string data. The input string data are the whole data of signature, and
we can take samples. Different samples represent the different levels of precision of data.
In our experiment, the result shows that high precision does not result in high accuracy.
4.2. Resolution of Character Transform
Resolution of character transform is the height of waveform that converts into characters. The input data of the ACH algorithm are vectors that store the height of each
point in the waveform. In order to apply the ACH algorithm, the integer values must
be transformed into characters. Different heights of waveforms would be transformed
into different characters. The resolution is the range of a height that converts into one
character. If a point of a waveform is in the height which is hi = [i, i + 1] ∗ r, where the r is
the resolution, then all points that have a height of hi would be converted into the same
character. The adjustment of resolution is to vary the resolution and test the accuracy.
4.3. Length of ACH Pattern
In the ACH algorithm, an ACH state tree must be built first. In building the ACH
state tree, patterns must be converted from data to signature. The patterns consist of
the characters. As previous sections mentioned, after converting the signature data into
characters according to the resolution, the continuing several characters would be picked
up, and these characters would compose a pattern with a specific length. Then, shift one
character and pick another group of characters to compose another pattern. Equation (13)
shows a conversion function of fixed length of characters xi that composes a pattern.

length
Pi = E(U j
xi
(13)
4.4. Parameter Selection
In the adjustment of different parameters, different parameters are varied and tested
separately. Then, the best parameter value of the result is selected. In this situation, the
best assembled three parameters may not be the global optimization. It may be a local
optimization. Different people’s signature data will have quite different features, so the
selected parameters for different people may be different. In the experiment, different
individuals will be trained and tested separately in order to obtain the best parameters for
the particular people.
5. Experimental Results and Comparisons
The signature data for our experiment was obtained from ten persons. Each person
wrote 19 handwriting signatures. Ten of the signatures each person wrote were their
own name. This means that we obtained a total of 100 genuine signature files for testing.
The other nine signatures were the names of the other nine persons. This means that we
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obtained 9 forgery signature data files for each person and a total of 90 forgery signature
data files for testing. Firstly, during the training and testing, 10 self signatures were used as
template data to build an ACH state tree. After building an ACH state tree, the other nine
signatures were used to search the state tree.
Table 3 is a summary of the parameter tuning; detailed explanation is provided in the
following paragraphs.
Table 3. A summary of the parameter tuning.
Figure

Parameter

Result

Figure 9

For different sample rate with
four waveforms, fixed L = 4,
r = 18

The average accuracy is stable and around 70%.
The highest accuracy is 75% at sample rate,
γ = 5 or, γ = 12

Figure 10

For different sample rates
with X-axis and Y waveform,
fixed L = 4, r = 18

The average accuracy is about 65%. The highest
accuracy is 71% at γ = 14.

For different pattern lengths
with four waveforms, fixed
r = 18, γ = 5

The accuracy rate is from 68% to 75.56%. A better
accuracy and cost occur when length L = 4.
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Figure 9 shows that the average accuracy was stable and around 70% under different sample rate 𝛾 values. The highest accuracy was 75% at sample rate 𝛾 = 5 or 𝛾 = 12.
Figure 10 shows the results of the experiment of sample rate test for only processing
the information of X-axis and Y-axis. The average accuracy was about 65%. The highest
accuracy was 71%.
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Figure 12 shows that change in pattern resolution also has a big influence on the
result. The accuracy is not stable, and it varies from 62.22 to 74.44%. The curve of accuracy changes with different resolutions. When setting resolution 𝑟 = 18, the best accuracy is obtained.
(2) The second stage of the experiment, in which all people were tested separately.
Figure
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ments were tested under 𝐿 = 4, 𝛾 = 4, and 𝑟 = 18 individually.
Figure 12 shows that change in pattern resolution also has a big influence on the
result. The accuracy is not stable, and it varies from 62.22 to 74.44%. The curve of accuracy changes with different resolutions. When setting resolution 𝑟 = 18, the best accuracy is obtained.
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Figure 14 shows the accuracy of the Y-axis with the ACH neural network. The result
is not stable. Its average accuracy is 54.7%. This means that in terms of Y-axis information, some people are quite different, but some people are similar.
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Figure 15 shows the accuracy of pressure with ACH Neural Network. The pressure
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information is not good information for primary signature identification. The average
accuracy is 47%. Therefore, pressure can only help improve accuracy.
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From Figure 16, we can see that the accuracy of velocity is similar to that of the
X-axis and ranges from 38% to 85%. The average rate is 55.3%. It is too low to be used in
primary signature identification, so velocity can only help improve accuracy.
Figures 13–16 show that the accuracy is not good enough for identification if the four
elements are processed separately. Therefore, we used the merging algorithm, which is
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From Figure 16, we can see that the accuracy of velocity is similar to that of the
X-axis and ranges from 38% to 85%. The average rate is 55.3%. It is too low to be used in
primary signature identification, so velocity can only help improve accuracy.
Figures 13–16 show that the accuracy is not good enough for identification if the four
elements are processed separately. Therefore, we used the merging algorithm, which is
discussed in Section 3.5, to merge these four elements into one vector in an attempt to
obtain better accuracy.
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Figure 10 shows the results of the experiment of sample rate test for only processing
the information of X-axis and Y-axis. The average accuracy was about 65%. The highest
accuracy was 71%.
From Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that the process of all four elements has higher
accuracy than the process including only X-axis and Y-axis information. This means that the
pressure and velocity of handwriting also have some contribution to recognition. However,
the main contribution is from X-axis and Y-axis information. Pressure and velocity can
assist to improve the accuracy of identification.
Figure 11 shows the results of the test of different pattern lengths. The resolution was
set as r = 18, and the sample rate was γ = 5. Four elements were used for testing.
From Figure 11, we can see that the length of the pattern has a great influence on the
identification accuracy. The accuracy rate ranges from 68 to 75.56%. Only a small change in
the length may make a big difference in identification accuracy. Better accuracy and cost
are found when length L = 4.
Figure 12 shows the results of the experiment on resolution. The condition of the
experiment was L = 4, and the sample rate was γ = 4.
Figure 12 shows that change in pattern resolution also has a big influence on the result.
The accuracy is not stable, and it varies from 62.22 to 74.44%. The curve of accuracy changes
with different resolutions. When setting resolution r = 18, the best accuracy is obtained.
(2)

The second stage of the experiment, in which all people were tested separately.

Figures 13–16 show the results of testing with the ACH neural network. Four elements
were tested under L = 4, γ = 4, and r = 18 individually.
Figure 13 shows that when only testing the information of the X-axis, the average
accuracy is 60%. It is too low to identify.
Figure 14 shows the accuracy of the Y-axis with the ACH neural network. The result
is not stable. Its average accuracy is 54.7%. This means that in terms of Y-axis information,
some people are quite different, but some people are similar.
Figure 15 shows the accuracy of pressure with ACH Neural Network. The pressure
information is not good information for primary signature identification. The average
accuracy is 47%. Therefore, pressure can only help improve accuracy.
From Figure 16, we can see that the accuracy of velocity is similar to that of the X-axis
and ranges from 38% to 85%. The average rate is 55.3%. It is too low to be used in primary
signature identification, so velocity can only help improve accuracy.
Figures 13–16 show that the accuracy is not good enough for identification if the four
elements are processed separately. Therefore, we used the merging algorithm, which is
discussed in Section 3.5, to merge these four elements into one vector in an attempt to
obtain better accuracy.
Figure 17 is the accuracy for testing different persons’ signatures under the same
condition with L = 4, γ = 4, and r = 18. The average accuracy is 81%. If the experiment is
processed under different conditions for different people, we find the accuracy is higher.
Therefore, in the real application, it is better to use different parameters to identify different
persons’ signatures.
From Figure 18, we can see that the average accuracy is 91%. The signatures of different
persons were tested under different experiments. We obtained a different parameter
combination, as shown in Table 4. We can see that the most common sample rate for testing
different persons’ signatures is 5. The most common resolution is 18, and the pattern length
is always 4. Thus, we can set the resolution r = 18, sample rate γ = 5, and pattern length
L = 4 for general use in real-world application.
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Table 4. Parameters for the identification of different persons’ signatures.
ID

Resolution

Sample Rate

Length

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

18
18
40
10
21
18
18
18
18
12

5
5
5
5
5
5
13
11
3
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5.1. Comparison with Euclidean Distance
The Euclidean distance algorithm is used to calculate the distance of two data. The
input signature data, which are the same as in ACH algorithm, are two vectors. These two
data also need to be pre-processed first. Equation (14) is the method for calculating the
distance between two signature data. Figure 19 is the accuracy of the Euclidean distance
algorithm. We can see the result is not good. Most of the accuracy is below 50%; the average
accuracy is only 46%.
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A convolutional neural network (CNN) [44] is used to differentiate between signatures.
A convolutional neural network (CNN) [44] is used to differentiate between signaBefore the verification part, the input data need to be subjected to feature extraction and
tures. Before the verification part, the input data need to be subjected to feature extraction
converted to waveforms to obtain a pattern for each signature data; then, the verification
and converted to waveforms to obtain a pattern for each signature data; then, the verifitask is performed with 50 epochs, and the whole training uses binary cross-entropy as the
cation task is performed with 50 epochs, and the whole training uses binary
loss function, as shown in Equation (16).
cross-entropy as the loss function, as shown in Equation (16).
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Simonyan and A. Zisserman from the University of Oxford [45]. Table 5 is the accuracy of
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CNN
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and VGG16
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the
CNN
andand
VGG16.
TheThe
results
generated
fromfrom
CNNCNN
and VGG16
are better
than the
result
obtained from the Euclidean distance algorithm but not better than that of the correlation
algorithm. The average accuracy is 48% for CNN and 55% for VGG16.
Table 5. Accuracy of CNN and VGG16.
Compared Algorithms/Person ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Average

CNN
VGG16

65
84

46
60

48
29

48
67

47
71

40
26

52
78

43
39

47
60

52
43

48%
55%

We infer that there are two reasons why the deep learning algorithm does not work
well in this experiment. One is that we are doing signature identification, which is mainly
the classification of two categories, and deep learning does not have much advantage for it.
In addition, the benefit of the deep learning algorithm for a small number of data sets is
not very good. Therefore, we suggest that the deep learning algorithm should not be used
in the application of signature identification.
6. Conclusions
Aho-Corasick is a pattern matching algorithm that can find matching patterns among
strings. However, for inaccurate biometric verification, traditional AC cannot be used for
handwriting verification. Therefore, we designed a new ACH algorithm to be applied
for live signature verification. The main new idea of the ACH algorithm is to employ a
counting technique for handwriting features, which is represented by a histogram.
In our experiment, the accuracy of the ACH algorithm was 91%, which is higher
than the total average accuracy of Euclidean distance method (46%), correlation algorithm
(57%), CNN (48%), and VGG16 (55%). In the tuning experiment, we also found a suitable
set of parameters for a mobile smart pad in real-world applications; i.e., one can set the
resolution r = 18, sample rate γ = 5, and pattern length L = 4 for general use. In the future,
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researchers can also use public datasets such as the MCYT, SUSIG, and NYU datasets to
test the ACH algorithm.
In the near future, our proposed algorithm can be used by companies located in China, and
we will continue to extend the number of Chinese signatures and share our results with other
researchers. We also apply ACH to the watermarking [46] and digital fingerprint [47] applications.
In the design of an application system using the mobile smart pad in the real world,
researchers may also need to consider the quality of experience (QoE), quality of service
(QoS), architecture, and protocols for multimedia transmission over mobile smart pads [48].
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